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The paper is concerned with several related combinatorial problems one of which is that of 
estimating the numbers of qualitatively independent p-partitions. Besides nonconstructive basic 
estimates, a constructive procedure yielding not much worse ones is presented. In conclusion, 
some applications are shown. 
Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to show relations between several combinatorial pro- 
blems, the best known of which is the Reyni problem on qualitatively independent 
partitions (see [13], special cases e.g. [7,5]) and to present estimates of the 
outcomes. 
The motivation of the Reyni problem was in designing a scheme of experiments 
such that any sequence of r of them enriches the information on each step. Since 
its exact formulation (see 1.2. (&‘) below) requires some preliminaries, let us, for 
the purpose of this introduction, illustrate the topic rather on one of the related pro- 
blems, e.g. the following: 
Consider systems 3 of mappings { 1,2, . . . , n}+(1,2, . . . , p} such that for any r 
distinct members f,, f2, . . . , f, of B there is an XE { 1,2, . . . , n} such that the values 
fi(x), f*(x), . . . ,f,(x) are distinct. What is the maximum possible size of 3? 
(If r=2 we can take trivially the system of all mappings, but already for r= 3 a 
construction of large systems is a hard task. We shall see, a.o. that for any r the 
size increases exponentially in the size of n. It does not seem to be very obvious even 
for r=3.) 
A special case of the Reyni problem, the problem of independent sets (due to 
Marczewski [9]) has been investigated by various authors, most recently in [6] and 
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[7]. The latter of these articles contains fairly close estimates. In this paper we will 
show that quite analogous estimates hold also for the general case. Both our 
estimates are proved by methods resembling in principle the special case, one of 
them actually by an immediate imitation of it. As in the special case, the result thus 
obtained is nonconstructive. Therefore, we have added a constructive procedure 
yielding a somewhat weaker estimate. Amendments of the estimates for some par- 
ticular cases are presented in Section 4, results on the dimension of Kneser graphs, 
the intersection numbers of complete n-partite graphs and the existence of ortho- 
gonal arrays in Section 5. 
1. The problems 
1.1. Conventions and notations. A natural number n is viewed as the set 
n=(O,l,..., n - l}. The cardinality of a set X is denoted by JXJ, the set of all 
mappings X-r Y by Yx. The set of all r-point subsets of X is denoted by (7). The 
expressions nr and (y) with n,r natural numbers are also used to indicate the 
natural numbers ] n’J and )(:)I. The lower resp. upper integer part of a real number 
x will be denoted by LxJ resp. [xl. In the case of complex exponents we write exp n 
instead of e”. 
1.2. The problems. Let p, r, be natural numbers, p, r L 2. We are concerned with 
four closely connected problems: 
(Jo) (Separating partitions). What is the minimum size .&(n; r, p) of a system 9 
of p-partitions of an n-point set X such that any r distinct elements x1, . . . , x, EX 
are separated by a PE 9 (i.e., the xi are in distinct partition classes of P)? 
(JO) (Separated systems of mappings). What is the maximum size N&n; r, p) of a 
set St of mappings m-tp such that for any distinct p,, cp2, . .. , cp, there is an XE m 
such that all the values am, p2(x), .. . , p,(x) are distinct? 
(J) (Transforming systems of mappings). What is the minimum size d(n; r, p) of 
a set of mappings Bcp” such that for every one-one a, : r +n and every t,u : r +p 
there is a r E 5 with I,V= TO 9 (the composition of two mappings)? 
(N) (Reyni problem). A system I,, . . . , ~2, of p-partitions of a set X is said to be 
qualitatively independent (abbreviated QI) if for each choice of partition classes 
Ai E S9i one has ni Ai f0. A system &y (y E Y) of partitions of a set X is said to be 
r-qualitatively independent (abbreviated r-QI) if each of its subsystems of cardi- 
nality r is QI. The maximum cardinality of such a system for 1 X I= m will be ab- 
breviated by Jv(m; r, p). 
1.3. The Reyni problem (4’) [13] generalizes the problem on qualitatively independ- 
ent sets by Marczewski [9] which concerns the case p = 2. This has been investigated 
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in some intensity: One has the exact values 
(for m even see [13], for general m see Katona [5], Kleitman and Spencer [7]). 
The upper estimate by Erdos and Reyni (see [13]) is 
Jv(m; r,2)5r-2+J(Lm22-‘J; 2,2). (2) 
Finally, Kleitman and Spencer proved in [7] that there are constants c, d such that 
cm2-“r-’ I log, N(m; r, 2) I dm2-’ 
(the upper estimate coincides with that of (2)). 
1.4. For r=2 and p a prime power the following 
(i) Jl/(p2; Zp)=p+ 1, 
(3 .rJ(m, fm2; 2, p)z4ml; 2,pMm2; 2, PI, 
(iii) JV(m,+...+q; 2,p)ZP fJ Nmi; 2-P), 
was shown in [ll]: 
and consequently, for m large 
(iv) &[m; 2, p) 2 (p + l)“‘P2 
(cf. Corollary 2.6 in [ll]). 
1.5. The interconnection between problems. Consider a matrix A(m, n, r, p) with n 
rows, m columns and entries ai,j up,, Ian, jrzrn, satisfying one of the following 
conditions: 
(*) Every r x m submatrix contains a column with pairwise distinct entries, 
(**) Every r x m submatrix contains a column 
or 
(9 
for every a,, . . . , a, Ep. 
a, 
The following hold: 
_kb(n; r,p) is the minimum m for which there is a matrix A(m, n,r,p) satisfy- 
ing (*). 
Jl/,(m; r, p) is the maximum n for which there is a matrix A(m, n, r, p) satisfying 
(*). 
&(n; r, p) is the minimum m for which there is a matrix A(m, n, r, p) satisfy- 
ing (**). 
Am; r, p) is the maximum n for which there is a matrix A(m, n, r, p) satisfying 
( **). 
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1.6. Consequently, one has the following relations 
J&z; r, p) I m iff n 5 Jl/,(m; r, p), 
d(‘(n; r,p)sm iff n 5 J(m; r, p), 
&(n; r, PI 5 -4m; r, PI 5 .JO; r, iW&; r, P) IpPdO(n; r, P). 
1.7. Remarks. (1) Thus, if we are concerned with the asymptotic dependences 
between m and n and not so much about multiplicative factors depending on r and 
p only, the four problems virtually coincide. 
(2) Although the case p= 2 may seem to be the most important one from the 
point of view of the problem (Jv), there is no such distinction from the point of view 
of the other ones. 
2. Estimates 
In this section we are going to extend the estimates concerning p = 2 mentioned 
in 1.3 to general p. The upper estimates will be proved by imitating the proof of 
Erdiis and Renyi [ 131. Also, the idea of the lower estimate proof is not very far from 
that in [7]. 
2.1. Lemma. One has 
Proof. We have 
On the other hand, 
( LJpJ)~($)m’p~(pe)“/’ 
where the first inequality is an easy consequence of the Stirling formula 
0 
” 
n!=* n ee'12n, 0<8<1, 
e 
and the second inequality follows from the fact that the function f(x)=(c/~)~, 
c> 0, is increasing for x E (0, c/e). 
2.2. Theorem. We have 
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(This follows from the Erdos-Ko-Rado Theorem [3]: Consider a 2-QI system 
d,,sP,, . . . . d, of p-partitions of m and choose in each tii a partition class A; with 
the least cardinality. The system obviously satisfies the conditions 
(i) bi’JAiJIm/p, 
(ii) V’i, j AiQAj, and 
(iii) Vi, j AinAj#0.) 
Now, take an r-Q1 system &i, . . . , d,, of p-partitions. In the first r- 2 of them we 
can obviously choose partition classes A I, . . . , A,_ 2 such that fl:if Ai _( Lm/prP2J. 
The remaining dr_ 1, . . . , d,, generate a 2-QI system on nAi. Thus, 
,V(m; r,p)~r-2+,+‘(Lmp2-‘J;2,p) (2) 
and the second inequality follows from (1) and 2.1. 
2.3. Notation. We use the symbol deg, x for the degree of a vertex x in a graph G. 
2.4. The following lemma is a consequence of a result by Lovisz [8, Corollary 21. 
We present an easy direct proof. 
Lemma. Let G be a bipartite graph, A, B its partition classes, let (A ( = a> 0, 
lB\ =,B>O. If deg,yr6>0 for each YEB, there is an XCA such that 
(i) 1 X 15 r(a/d)ln pl, and 
(ii) each y E B is joined with some x E X by an edge. 
Proof. Put k = r(o/6)ln PI. Since -ln( 1 - 6/a) > 6/a, we have -k ln( 1 - 6/a) > In p 
and consequently 
(*I p ( 1 l-f k<l. 
For XCA denote by R(X) the set of all the y E B joined with no XE X by an edge. 
Let G(X) be the subgraph of G induced on (A \ X)UR(X). Since G(X) has at least 
s/Z?(X)1 edges, there is an a(X)EA \X such that 
degGcxja(X)r IWO --T?- 2 IW-0 5 . 
a-K 
Consequently 
IWXU (a(X)))1 5 IWO ( j 1 - $ , 
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and hence if we put X, = 0, Xi+ 1 = Xi U {a(&)}, we have 
R(Xi)SP ( > I-’ ‘. a 
Thus, by (*), R(Xk) is empty. 
2.5. Proposition. A(n; r, p) I rrp’(ln n + In p)l. 
Proof. Consider the following bipartite graph G with partition A, B: A =p”, 
B = C xp’ where C is the set of all one-one mappings v, : r -+n; an element r EA is 
joined with a couple (v, w) E B by an edge iff r 0 p = cc/. Obviously, 
dego(p, w) =p”-’ for all (9, I,Y) and 1 Cl = n!/(n - r)!. Thus, the statement follows 
from 2.4. 
2.6. Proposition. For n sufficientry large we have 
,Jo(n ; 6 P) 5 
1 
rp’( p - r) ! 
P! 
Inn <cInn. 1 
where c = min{rer2/P, re(‘-‘)2’(J’-r+ “}. 
Proof. Let t be the smallest integer ?n divisible by p. Consider the following bipar- 
tite graph G with partition A, B: The set A consists of all the p-partitions of t such 
that all the partition classes are equally large, B = (f), and a partition & is joined 
withX=(x,,..., xr} E B iff the xi belong to distinct partition classes of d. We com- 
pute easily that 







a/6<p’(p - r)!/p! 
Thus, by 2.4, 
For n 2 (p - l)/((r!)“‘- 1) we have 
(“+;-‘)a’ 
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J&n ; r, P) 5 
i 
rp’(P - r)! ln n 1 p! * 
Now we give two different estimates for p’(p-r)!/p!. 
Using the Stirling formula (S) we obtain for p > r 
P’(P-r)! 
P! 
< (P+rT-h’/P; r e1/12(p-r). 
Since ((p - r)/p)1’2e1”2(p-‘)< 1, we conclude 
p’(p-rY <(P-W’ er<e-r+r2/per=er2~p 
P! pP-’ 
For r=p we have a/6spp/p! <eP. 
The second estimate for c we get immediately as follows: 
P’(P-rY ( r- 1 > 
r-1 
< l+----- <e(r-1,2/(p-r+1) 
P! p-r+1 
2.7. Summarizing the results of 2.2, 2.5, and 2.6 (and taking into account 1.6) we 
immediately obtain the following estimates: 
Theorem. For m and n sufficiently large we have 
1 m-l 
- exp - 
P ( > rp’ s.l(m; r,p)sr-2+ i (ep)“@+‘, 
P ‘-‘lnp(n-r+2) 
1 flnp 
I .A (n; r, p) 5 rp’(ln n + In p), 
4&r; r, p) 5 re’z’p In n, 
2.8. Remark. An obvious lower estimate for .A/(,, is given by In n/in p. This trivial 
estimate seems to be rather poor. We are able to amend it only slightly in the follow- 
ing important case: We have 
e (1 nn-ln(p-l))lJO(n;p,p), 
and consequently 
&@I; p, p) 5 (p - l)pm”P- l). 
Indeed, let a : m x n+p be such that for each YC n with ( Y ( =p there is an x E m such 
that (~({x} X Y) =p. Define a mapping d : (p!! ,)+pm by b(Y) = (a( Y, l), . . . , @(Y, m)) 
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where the elements a( Y, x) for YC n, ( Y 1 =p - 1 and x E m are chosen arbitrarily in 
P\CX(X, Y). If YfZ are both in (/! t), there is a ZEZ\ Y and an x such that 
CY(X, YU (z}) =p. Then a( Y, x) = a(x, z) #a(Z, x). Thus, d is one-one, hence 
(p? t) 5~“’ and hence finally (P!! l)P-’ spm. 
3. A construction of speedily increasing systems of mappings 
The estimates in the previous section were highly non-constructive. The aim of 
this section is to present large separated systems of mappings obtained by a con- 
structive approach. The estimates obtained are weaker but still close to the non- 
constructive ones (see Theorem 3.7). 
3.1. We will use the following statement proved by describing suitable separating 
decompositions in [12, Lemma 3.41: 
Lemma. Let a and p be positive integers greater than 1. Then one can construct a 
p-separated system TO C (f 1 f : ap- ’ +p} of cardinality ) F. 1 z 2a. 
3.2. Lemma. Let q be a power of prime and p > @j a positive integer. Then one 
can construct a p-separated system of mappings s”4 c qq such that ) Yq) 2 q2q’p2. 
Proof. Set s= L2q/p2]. Let yq be the set of all polynomials over the Galois field 
GF(q) with degree at most s. Clearly 
1 Yq ( = qs+ 12 q2q’p2. 
Let fi,f2, . . . . fP be distinct polynomials of yq. If h and fj coincide on a set Mti, 
we have jMti(~s. Thus, 
and hence there exists an XE GF(q) such that all the values fi (x), . . . , fp(x) are 
distinct. 
3.3. Lemma. Let m, p, q, r, s, t be positive integers. Let ? = {TV, .. . , TV- ,} cpq and 
Y={o~,...,aS_,}Ctm be r-separated systems of mappings. Then one can con- 
struct an r-separated system 9 = {I&, . . . , ~s-l } Cpmq. 
Proof. Let us represent mq as the Cartesian product m x q. For o E Y define mapp- 
ings 8: m x q+p by putting 0(x, y) = rocxj(y) for XE~, YE q. Obviously of a’ 
implies d # d’. Now let b,, . . . ,a, be distinct. Hence ol, . . . , a, are also distinct and 
we have an XE m such that the values a,(x), . . . . o.,(x) EI are distinct. Thus, 
the mappings rO,(,+ rQz~X), . . . , rorcx) are distinct and we have a y~q such that 
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?7,(x)(Yh -** 3 r,r(Xj(y) are distinct. Hence bi, . . . , b, have distinct values in the point 
(x, Y) E m X Q. 
3.4. Corollary. Let m, p, q, r be positive integers, r5p. Then Jv,(mq; r, p)2 
Jl/o(m; r, J&z 6 ~1). 
Proof. The statement follows from 3.3: Consider an r-separated system 3Cpq of 
cardinality t = Mo(q; r,p) and an r-separated system YcP of cardinality 
J&r; 6 0. 
3.5. Notation and a fact. The function a(x) =x” is increasing for x> l/e, and 
hence there exists an inverse function which we denote by /3(y). Put 
P’(x) =P(x), LOG’(x) = logz(x), 
and 
P’+‘(x)=P(lJYx)), LOG’+ l(x) = log,(LOG’(x)). 
We shall use the following inequality which one can prove easily by induction: For 
every integer i there exists a constant y(i) such that 
~‘(y)~(l.ol)’ LLooGs;:;y for y>y(i). 
3.6. Lemma. For any positive integers p, s and real d E (41) there exists an m, 
such that for at/ m > m. there are primes q,, q2, . . . , qS and an integer a such that 
(a) +q~~i’<qi<q~~i’, i= 1,2, . . . . s- 1, 
(b) 2a-‘<qS~2a, 
(c) aP-‘qlq2...qs5m, 
(d) qr’4’?2 cm/LOGS my * 
where the constant co depends on p,r,s,c only. 
Proof. Choose y. so that yo>y(i) and LOGS yo>2(1 .Ol)$- * and m, such that 
(1) f(m) = m(l.Ol)-ci)(LOGS m)2-P is increasing on (mo, 00). 
(2) If m > m. and y log y =f(m), then y>yo. 
Let an integer m > m. be given. Choose a real y such that 
Y log2 y =fbO, 
and choose primes q,, q2, . . . , qS recurrently as follows: 
3Ysql SY, 
+p(qj)5qi+,Sp(qi), i= 1,2, . ..) s- 1. 
Take an integer a such that 2a-’ < qS12”. We obtain 
aP-‘q, q2 *.a q,$aP-‘y/3yP*PS-‘(y) 
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log Y 5aP-‘(l.Ol)(s)Y ____ 
LOGS y 
~(l.Ol)y’s’ log Yr;GyqY)P-’ 
Further, we have 
@I? (+y)dw2L2m.w ~)~~2>_2cl~~og~22c~m~(LOG~m)~-* 
where c, and c, are constants not depending on m. 
3.1. Theorem. For any positive integers p, s there exists a positive integer mO and 
a real constant cP,$ such that for every m rmo one can construct a p-separated 
system 3cpm so that 
Proof. (1) Set d= 2/p2. By 3.6 there exists an integer m. and a constant c~,~ = co 
depending on p, s, d only. 
(2) Let m L m. be given. Using 3.6 find primes ql, q2, . . . , qs and an integer a 
satisfying the condition (a)-(d). 
(3) Using Lemma 3.2, construct p-separated systems .Y ,cqT. 
(4) Using 3.1, construct an p-separated system &C {f f : up-’ -+p}. 4 
(5) For i= 1, . . . . s we shall construct p-separated systems ~?i, . . . , Ys such that 
(i) ZCp aP-'q,-9s-,+l 
’ (ii) ) .cl 2 q~~~~i’ 
(apply 3.3 with 7=7-t, J~=Y~,~,+, and 7j=9’). 
(6) The last system .ys is an p-separated system of mappings 
{f (f:aP-‘q, ... q1 +p) of cardinality qfi4l, since m zap- ‘qS ... q1 and qpl > 
2wwOGW~~~ set y = f5* 
4. Amendments of the estimates for some particular cases 
4.1. Let us recall a result from [l 11: If p is a power of a prime, one has, for suffi- 
ciently large m, 
.k(m; 2,p)2(p+ l)“‘p2. 
By a result of Breusch [2], for every kr 48 there exists a prime q such that k< q ~:k. 
Consequently (taking into account that ,$ (m; 2, p) is obviously monotone in p) one 
obtains an obvious estimate for V(m; 2, p) with ~~48 and otherwise general. In 
fact, we see easily that a power of prime q such that k<q<%k exists for any 
k#6,14,20. Dealing with the exceptional cases we will show that the condition 
kz48 is superfluous for the purpose of our estimate. 
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4.2. Lemma. We have 
Jl/(k+2s(p- 1); 2,p)Lmin(Jl/(k; 2,p- l),N(2s; 2,2)). 
Proof. Let t =min(Jl/(k; 2, p- l), ~V(2s; 2,2)). Consider a k-point set X and a 
2s-point set Y. Take a 2-QI system ti;= {A;, . . . , A:-‘}, i= 1, . . . , t, of partitions of 
X and a 2-QI system Oi= {B!,BF}, i= 1, . . . . t, of partitions of Y. A 2-QI system 
of partitions of XU (Y x { 1, . . . , p- l}) can be constructed as follows. Put 
Vj={Cj ,..., Cf}, i=l,..., t, 
where 
p-1 
C;=A/U(B,! x {j}) for j= 1, . . ..p- 1, and Cf= U (B?x {j}). 
J=1 
4.3. Theorem. For an arbitraryp there is an m(p) such that for mzm(p) one has 
Jv(m ; 2, p) 2 (ip)m’(9p’8)*. 
Proof. For p#6,14,20 as indicated in 4.1. Now, for any of the exceptional values 
of p and large m there exist numbers k and s such that 
(i) m=k+2s(p- l), 
(ii) 2 (+p)M9~/8)2, 
(iii) pk/(P- I)* 1 (;p)m/(9Pm*. 
Now, the statement follows from 1.3(l) and 4.2. 
4.4. Proposition. We have J(2’; r, 2) = r + 1. 
Proof. By the formulas 1.3(2) and (l), J(2’; r, 2)sr+ 1. On the other hand, on 2’, 
considered as the set of mappings r -+2, one has the following r-Q1 system of 
2-partitions &, ~8,) . . . , dr: 
di={{q7)q7(i)=j}~j=0,1} for i<r, 
and 
q(i)=O(mod2) . 
4.5. Proposition. We have J(10; 3,2)= 5. 
Proof. By the formulas 1.3(2) and (1) it is ~5. Now, take the set 5 x 2 
~j={({0,i)X{j})U(5\{0,i})X{1-j}~j=0,1} for i=l,2,3,4. 
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5. Applications and remarks 
5.1. Dimension of Kneser graphs. The dimension of a graph G is the minimum n 
such that the vertices x of G can be represented by vectors (xi, . . . , x,) such that 
(x, y) forms an edge iff xi #y; for all i = 1, . . . , n. In [12] there was proved that for 
the Kneser graphs 
one has 
y10g2 pog2 511 I dim K(;) 5 (p - l)p2rlog,rlog, n11. 
In a more general setting, the upper estimate was shown in [12, Remark 3.71 to be 
dim K(i)5 d(J,(n; p, p); 2,~). Thus, using 2.7 and 4.3 one can amend the upper 
estimate in (1) to 
dimK n s(i)2$lnlnn 
0 P 
for n sufficiently large. 
5.2. Intersection numbers of complete n-partite graphs. One of the important 
characteristics of graphs is the intersection number w(G) (see, e.g. [4]). For the 
complete n-partite graph 
K(n,p)=(nxp,{{i,j),(i’,j’)}~ifi’,i,i’~rz,j,j’~p} 
it was shown in [ll, Theorem 3.21, that o(K(n, p)) = 4(n; 2, p). Thus, for suffi- 
ciently large n one has by 2.7 and 4.3 
p In n 
I oK(n p) I (‘)2 3 In n 
l+lnp ’ *lnp ’ 
5.3. Orthogonal arrays. The method for obtaining the upper estimate of .N’(m; r, 2) 
from [13] which we have imitated in 2.2, can also be used to give an upper estimate 
for the number of constraints in orthogonal arrays. 
An orthogonal array OA(m, n, r, p, ,l) of size m with n constraints, strength r, p 
levels and an index (frequency) A is an n x m matrix with entries in p such that each 
ordered r-tuple occurs exactly A times as a column in any r x m submatrix. Thus, 
we observe that an OA(m, n, r, p, A) can be viewed as an r-Q1 system (recall 1.2, pro- 
blem (~6 )) of p-partitions with the intersection of the partition classes consisting of 
1 points each; more formally, a system p-partition &i, . . . , d,, such that any distinct 
~Pij, ) . . . , dj, and any Ai~~~j, one has In:=, A;1 =A. 
Let us denote by F,,,(m) the maximum n in an OA(m,n, r,p,A). We have 
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Proposition. If m =p’, then 
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Proof. (Cf. 2.2.) Consider an OA(m,n,r,p,l) as a system of p-partitions .a/l,...,. c/,. 
If we choose arbitrarily Ai E di for i= 1, . . . , r- 2, we have nlif Ai = m/pr-*. The 
remaining .a’,_ ,, . . . , dn generate an orthogonal array of strength 2 on n::f A;. 
Using the result of [lo] stating that 
Fz,~,A(AP~)~ L(Ap2- l)/(~- 1)j 
one obtains: 
Corollary. F,P,A(Ap’)sr-2+ /_(~p~- l)/(p- 1)J. 
(For r= 3 this inequality is proved in [l], where there are also better estimates 
of F2,p,A.) 
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